
The Hammam:

A Luxurious Addition to Your
Home.



At Stonebridge Construction Group, one of
our specialties is creating luxury home spas,
including custom designed and built
hammams, for the ultimate relaxation
experience.

Who we are: 

Stonebridge Construction
Group



What is a
Hammam?

A hammam is a luxurious home spa that
originated in Turkey. It is built with heated
marble,  includes a hot steam room, cool
room, and relaxation area.

Detoxification: The steam and heat in our hammam
stimulate perspiration, helping to eliminate toxins from
your body and promote a healthy glow.

Improved Circulation: The combination of heat and cold
water in a hammam session boosts blood circulation,
enhancing oxygen and nutrient delivery to your body's
tissues.

Stress Relief: The serene ambiance and indulgent
treatments of our hammam provide a sanctuary for
relaxation, helping to reduce stress, anxiety, and promote
overall well-being.



Our Process

Our team works closely with clients to create a unique hammam
experience. We design, build, and install all features for a seamless process.

Our designers create a customized plan, incorporating your preferences and
architectural considerations.

We present you with 3D renderings and detailed designs, allowing you to visualize
the final hammam concept

Design and Conceptualization

 



We help you select the finest materials, such as premium tiles, fixtures, and
quality components. Our skilled builders meticulously construct your private
hammam, ensuring precise installation and flawless craftsmanship.

Personalization and Customization
 

We collaborate with you to personalize every aspect of your hammam, from
ambient lighting to seating options. Our team ensures that every detail aligns
with your taste and provides the ultimate comfort and luxury.

Material Selection and Construction



Finishing Touches and Installation

The finishing touches are added, including aromatherapy systems, temperature controls, and
exquisite décor elements.

Our experts install and test every component, ensuring that your private in-home hammam is
ready to deliver a seamless and enchanting experience.

Final Walkthrough and Handover

We conduct a thorough walkthrough, addressing any questions or concerns you may have.

Once satisfied, we hand over the keys to your personalized in-home hammam, ready for
you to indulge in luxurious relaxation.



Thank you for considering Stonebridge Construction
Group to bring the luxury of a private in-home

hammam to your space.

Experience the bliss and luxury of a custom-built in-home hammam. Let
our designer/builder process transform your vision into an enchanting

reality. Contact us today to embark on this extraordinary journey.

https://stonebridgeconstructiongroup.com/book-a-consultation

https://stonebridgeconstructiongroup.com/book-a-consultation

